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Brief and objectives: 

Advanced is the UK’s third largest software and solutions provider, however, the core brand 

was relatively unknown, having grown through acquisition. Operating as 23 separate 

businesses, its PR activity was fragmented, reactive and lacked business impact.  

Advanced also faced tough competition and was failing to gain the required competitive 

profile. 

In response, the company went through one of the UK’s largest business transformation 

programmes. It appointed Firework PR to accelerate Advanced’s brand awareness. 

Objectives: 

 Transform the business’ communications strategy to position the company as a 

leading and unified British technology brand  

 Target: increase awareness of Advanced through stand-out media coverage and 

inclusion in tier one media  

 Streamline PR activity while increasing the level of high-impact coverage  

 Target: reduce number of press releases from 11 per month to four, whilst 

achieving 12 pieces within agreed tier one titles – 50% higher than previously 

achieved in-house 

 Target: deliver 80% high-impact thought leadership content  

 Establish beneficial, long-term strategic partnerships  

 Target: build relationships with two key influencers 

 

 

 



Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

Rebranding was critical to reposition Advanced within the industry.  Firework reviewed 

Advanced’s communications and identified high levels of low impact PR activity getting lost 

amongst competitors’ voices. 

We identified an opportunity to transform Advanced’s communications approach to increase 

brand awareness with media and third-party influencers.  

 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

Using our insights, we introduced a new communications strategy through: 

 Uniting the company as one distinct, restructured, brand  

 Fresh and transformative brand messaging to position Advanced as an authoritative 

industry voice 

 Streamlining the PR function to ensure all output mapped onto overall objectives 

 Focusing on proactive, high-impact thought leadership comment in tier one 

publications 

Creatively, Firework developed an overarching theme – ‘Reimagine your Business.’ 

Designed to stand out positively from negative media narrative around ‘disruptive’ digital 

transformation, offering Advanced a creative message to engage influencers and media, 

while providing focus and unity to previously disparate communications.  

Firework split campaign activity into three areas: 

 Creatively tying Advanced’s business transformation to the Government’s political 

news agenda to create innovative PR and a compelling business narrative 

 Using independent surveys to identify key trends and issues creating authoritative 

thought leadership , creating compelling technology narrative that would resonate 

with media 

 Prioritising high impact, data-driven stories with recognisable customer names that 

would drive tier one coverage 

 

Implementation of tactics: 

A focused approach ensured the campaign achieved objectives. It married industry news 

with thought leadership content creating high impact quarterly spikes of activity. 

January: tied with the Government’s Industrial Strategy announcement, securing the 

attendance of Secretary of State, Greg Clark and local mayor candidate, Andy Street to 

officially open Advanced’s hub in the West Midlands with key customers (here). 

March: linked to the forthcoming Government’s Apprenticeship Levy by creating news on the 

North West’s contribution to the economy and skills gap. Secured attendance from the 



former Chancellor, Rt. Hon. George Osborne, local MP to Tatton, to open Advanced’s North 

West hub and attend a thought leadership roundtable with eight of the region’s key 

influencers.  

June: carried out independent research on the businesses holding back from using the cloud 

to achieve high impact statistical headlines that were launched at the CBI’s small and 

medium business conference. Secured Advanced speaker at the event. 

November: tied in with the CBI’s annual conference to launch Advanced’s annual Trends 

Report highlighting issues facing British businesses. Secured supporting comment from the 

CBI, techUK and British customers. 

Activity spikes were underpinned by creative content consisting of white papers, Trends 

Report, blogs and opinion articles alongside focused press outreach delivering high impact 

customer coverage: Highways England, St. Andrew’s Healthcare, Southampton Football 

Club, the England Cricket Board and Clifton St. Anne’s. 

 

Measurement and evaluation:  

The campaign has been heralded by Advanced as impactful, supporting business success. 

Firework has been contracted for another year.  

Gordon Wilson, Chief Executive Officer: “Firework has been instrumental in securing high 

profile, national media opportunities which has been critical to the success of raising 

Advanced’s profile. The campaign’s results are impressive.” 

Sally Scott, Chief Marketing Officer: “PR has become a strategic weapon in our marketing 

armoury and Firework has demonstrated a tenacious and creative focus in achieving our 

goals during a highly transformational business process. Firework has demonstrated how 

PR can deliver measurable brand awareness.”  

 Increase awareness of the brand through stand-out media coverage measured by 

message impact, tone, and inclusion in tier one titles. 

Significant national coverage achieved in target outlets: 

 BBC Breakfast, BBC One Lunchtime news, Daily Telegraph, The Guardian, 

Sunday Times, Computing, CBR, Information Age, BBC London, CBI (The 

Voice).  

 Tier one: 80% of coverage within tier one media (target of 80%) achieved target  

 Tone: 99% of coverage was positive (target of 90%) exceeding target by 10% 

 A media audience reach of 609,798,341 no target 

 Delivery of monthly dashboard to Executive team for incorporation in sales 

presentations new business tenders 

 



 Streamline PR activity while increasing level of high-impact coverage  

 Streamlined press releases by prioritising stories demonstrating the positive and 

measurable impact that Advanced technology delivers with brands that grab the 

attention of prospects to drive the sales pipeline  – 42 issued (reduced from 143 

on the previous year) 

 322 pieces of coverage achieved (target of 144) exceeding target by 224% 

 Delivered 80% increase in high-impact thought leadership content, including: 

CBR Government, Information Age, Accounting Web, Academy Today, Digital by 

Default News, Business Voice achieved target  

 Establish beneficial, long-term strategic partnerships  

 Established relationships with five influencers (target of 2) exceeded target by 

150% 

 Secretary of State Greg Clarke 

 Chancellor George Osborne 

 Local Mayor, Andy Street 

 CBI – CEO, Gordon Wilson, selected for CBI South East Regional Council, CTO, 

Jon Wrennall appointed to CBI Innovation Council 

 techUK CEO, Gordon Wilson appointed to techUK board, Nick Wilson, Managing 

Director - Public Sector selected for techUK’s Local Public Services Committee 

(LPSC). 

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

Monthly retainer of £11,000, broken down as follows: 

 40% for an integrated PR function  

 35% for content strategy and development 

 10% for industry relationships 

 15% for measurement and reporting 

Total budget = £132,000 

Cost of coverage generated per opportunity to see / hear is £0.0002. 

 


